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24.09.2019 Germany
MemberState
Comment received
In table 2 the numerical identifier is missing. In table 3 and 4 only the impurities or
additives should be stated and not the substance itself.
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24.09.2019 Germany
MemberState
Comment received
There are no relevant human data on the carcinogenicity of benzophenone available.
Benzophenone induced an increased incidence of tumours in several tissues of mice and
rats, investigated in two oral carcinogenicity studies, performed according to OECD TG
451. Two non-guideline dermal carcinogenicity studies did not show any increase in
incidence of several tumours in benzophenone-treated mice or rabbits compared to
controls. However, performances of these studies, using open dermal application as well
as a low number of test animals weaken their relevance.
Guideline-compliant studies revealed that benzophenone resulted in an increase of
occurrence of tumours with high spontaneous incidence, namely benign hepatocellular
adenomas in both sexes of B6C3F1 and mononuclear cell leukaemia in male and female
F334/N rats, compared to controls and historical control incidence. A dose-dependent
effect on the incidence of renal tubule adenoma in male rats was reported;
correspondingly the incidences of renal tubule hyperplasia increased dose-dependently
and significantly in all dose groups of males and female rats in comparison to the low
incidence in the control groups. Whether chronic progressive nephropathy (CPN), a
common spontaneous kidney disease in laboratory rats, may be discussed as a supporting
factor in the development of renal tubule tumours is debatable. In this study, CPN
occurred in almost all animals of all groups, at minimal severity grade in the control
animals and at dose-related increased higher severity grades in dose groups of both
sexes. Its role in adenoma development remains uncertain. Renal tubular lesions
(regeneration, dilatation, protein casts) and necrosis of the renal papillae were already
seen in treated rats of the 14-week study (see NTP Report). Thus, it could not be
excluded that the findings reported as high severity grades of CPN in the mid and high
dose mask substance-related degenerative/regenerative effects. Overall, the view of a
remaining concern given by the kidney tumours is supported. As the assessment of
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organ/tissue toxicity in subacute/subchronic/chronic studies is needed to interpret data
from cancer studies, a supplementary documentation of repeated dose studies would be
appreciated. Nevertheless, significant increases of hepatocellular adenoma in female and
male mice and of mononuclear cell leukaemia (MNCL) in both sexes of rats give
supportive evidence for classification of benzophenone as carcinogen. Evidence for a
carcinogenic potential of benzophenone comes from the increased incidences of rare
tumour forms, such as histiocytic sarcoma in female mice and female rats, and
hepatoblastoma in male mice. As benzophenone is not a genotoxic substance and
tumours appear to be induced in one sex a gender specific mechanism could be
speculated. However, the mode of action has not been clarified. Taking into account
observed increases of several tumour types, the remaining uncertainties, and that the
criteria for category 1B are not fulfilled, it is agreed with the dossier submitter that
classification of benzophenone as carcinogen, category 2 is warranted.
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11.10.2019 France
MemberState
Comment received
The analysis presented in the dossier is fully supported in relation to increased incidence
of hepatocellular adenomas in male and female mice, mononuclear cell leukaemia in male
and female rats and renal adenomas in male tubule rats. The view is shared that they
only provide supportive evidence for classification because these tumours are benign and
in some cases, their relevance for humans under debate.
However, the induction of malignant tumours relevant for human in two species
(histiocytic sarcomas in female mice and rats and hepatoblastomas in male mice) strictly
fulfil the criteria for classification 1B as sufficient evidence of carcinogenicity. This was
indeed the IARC conclusion that there is sufficient evidence in experimental animals for
the carcinogenicity of benzophenone.
The incidence of histiocytic sarcomas in female mice is non-marginally above historical
control data in both the mid- and high-dose groups. It is statistically significant in the
mid-dose group and the absence of dose response and absence of statistical response at
the high dose may be linked to the difference in survival between groups as survival in
high dose females was lower (62% instead of 80% in control females), although not
significantly. The relationship of this tumour with treatment to BP is therefore well
established. As mentioned in the dossier, this tumour is considered relevant for human.
Therefore, it provides clear evidence of carcinogenicity in female mice.
For hepatoblastomas in male mice and histiocytic sarcomas in female rats, the incidences
of these rare tumours are not significant and are only slightly above historical control
data. However, in both case, the incidence at lower dose(s) is also at the upper limit of
the HCD, which increase the likelihood of a relation to treatment. The fact that an
uncommon tumour type, histiocytic sarcomas, is found in both mice and rats females also
add some weight in the assessment of the level of evidence for histiocytic sarcomas in
female rats. This should be carefully considered to conclude on the most appropriate
classification Carc 1B or 2 and altogether points toward a classification 1B.
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11.10.2019 Sweden
MemberState
Comment received
The Swedish CA supports the proposal of harmonised classification of benzophenone as
Carc. 2, H351 based on limited evidence in mice and rats.
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